Abstract
The Design Science Debate in the Computing Sciences
In several computing sciences there is an ongoing debate about the relationship between research and design. In software engineering (SE), the use of empirical methods, in particular experimental ones, started in the 1980s [1] , but it remained a separate approach called "empirical software engineering", next to the design-oriented approach that is traditional in SE. In the 1990s several authors pointed out that the relevance of designs would be increased by the use of empirical research to validate the designs [11, 20] . In addition, empirical studies of the methodological structure of software engineering papers confirmed that validation lacked in many cases [42, 47, 15] . Subsequently, papers were published about how to do empirical research in SE [19, 34] . This is picked up slowly by the community [40] .
In information systems (IS), the design-versus-research debate started in a similar way but it has led to an almost diametrically opposing point of view. In the 1980s, a large number of IS researchers called for more rigor, meaning more empirical research methods and less unvalidated design proposals [13, 29, 32] . This has led to the introduction of rigorous research methods in IS, but towards the end of the 1990s, several researchers complained about the lack of relevance of empirical results [4, 43] . Some IS researchers argued that the investigation of artifacts designed by the researcher herself could be a source of knowledge too [27, 33] , and Hevner et al. [17] claimed that research relevance would be the result of including design as a research method. They proposed to mix design and research, calling the resulting method "design science", with reference to Simon [39] .
The proposal to do "design science" is not the only response to the complaint about lack of relevance in IS research: The use of case study and action research methods has been another response [2, 3, 10, 24, 26] . These methods take more of the context of the subject of study into account than is possible (or desirable) in laboratory research. We will turn to context-rich research methods later. Here we point out a property of some forms of case study research and of all forms of action research: These research approaches involves some form of interaction of the research with the subject of study. And in action research, we find the claim that the attempt to change the subject of research increases the relevance of research even though, as some of the proponents of this research say, this decreases the methodological rigor of this research.
Comparing the discussions in SE and IS, we observe that the attempts to increase relevance in these two disciplines are mirror images of each other: IS complains about lack of relevance of results produced by rigorous empirical methods, and attempts to increase relevance by allowing design or intervention to be part of rigorous research method, and SE complains about lack of relevance of design results and attempts to increase relevance by promoting rigorous empirical research methods. Apparently, design and empirical research separately do not guarantee relevance. But would they perhaps jointly guarantee relevance? And if they are combined, how to do this in a methodologically sound way? To discuss this question we analyze the relationship between research and design in the history of science and technology.
Evidence from the History of Science and Technology
The relation between research and design is still widely viewed to be linear, meaning that scientific research produces true propositions that are then, so it is believed, converted into useful artifacts by engineers. Therefore, in this view, technology is applied science [6] . This view is generally traced to an influential report by Vanevar Bush published just after World War II [7] , but its roots can be found in the 19th century, when scientists wanted to secure continued funding by pointing out the potentially great practical benefits of curiosity-driven research, and engineers wanted to acquire a higher status by associating themselves with scientific research [21] .
However, research in the history of technology has shown the linear model to be false [18, 30, 46] . People have developed technology as long as they exist, and did so mostly without the input of science. Rather, in the 17th century, instrument makers provided the technology, such as barometers, thermometers, and telescopes, by which scientists, such as astronomers, could make observations [5, 44] . In the 18th century, engineers started to investigate the properties of artifacts, such as waterwheels, steam machines and porcelain ovens using what we now call the scientific method [25, 28, 31] . By the end of the 19th century, engineering research was established in industrial laboratories and technical universities [5] . Even in the 20th century it is hard to find technical innovations that were driven by basic scientific research; the more common pattern is that engineers design and construct artifacts using available knowledge, and that scientists investigate why artifacts constructed earlier by engineers actually work [18, 30, 46] . From these and other historical cases it turns out that technology and science are two separate, concurrent activities in which artifacts flow one way and knowledge flows the other way. We call this the concurrent model [22] . In this model, engineers may design instruments to be used in research, and researchers may investigate artifacts, which results in knowledge that may be used by engineers. Transfers in either direction may be push or pull, i.e. initiated by the sender (engineer or scientist) or receiver (scientist or engineer). Cases of push from researchers to engineers are rare.
Despite its abundant falsification by historical evidence, belief in the linear model of transfer from basic science to applied science persists, partly because the categories of basic science, applied science and development are encoded into statistics that have been collected by the OECD for decades [16] , and partly because it is politically expedient to distinguish basic from applied science [8] .
Rigor "Versus" Relevance
Engineers select technical problems to solve, not because scientists have made available new knowledge, but because they perceive an actual or possible need in society. And researchers may select research problems out of intellectual curiosity, or because they want to produce useful knowledge, or both [41] .
The historical evidence shows that relevance is a result of selecting relevant problems to solve. Therefore, relevance comes and goes, depending on the problems and goals stakeholders have at any point in time. For example, when crystal detectors were used in early radios as receivers, research into crystal structures was highly relevant. However, after crystal detectors were replaced by electron valve artifacts [14] , research into crystal structures had become irrelevant. It was still performed in universities though, and when decades later radar was developed, it became relevant again. This laid the foundation for the invention of transistors after World War II.
The "dilemma" of rigor versus relevance was introduced by Schön, who seems to imply that technical science follows the linear model [37, pp. 26, 31] and then laments that applying this model to social problems leads to irrelevant results. If a rigorous research method would indeed mean following the linear model, then the historical evidence shows that rigorous methods in this sense hardly exist. However, we think that using a rigorous research method means, essentially, not claiming more than you can justify. This is operationalized in terms of such requirements as to describe research designs explicitly, to discuss threats to validity, to submit to peer reviews, and to require repeatability of experiments. But none of this implies nor excludes relevance. One can and must be as rigorous in answering relevant as in answering irrelevant research questions-given the available resources, such as time, people and money, and within applicable constraints, such as moral and legal norms and stakeholder goals.
Conditions of Practice
We define technical research as the investigation of the properties of artifacts. Technical researchers may interleave designing (and building) artifacts with investigating them, but they may also investigate the properties of artifacts designed or built by others. Are there specific research methods used in technical research but not in other sciences, such as social sciences or natural sciences? We have not found any difference based on subject matter. The method to investigate a particular research question must be justified by an analysis of that question, within the boundaries of available resources and applicable constraints.
Historical studies do show one aspect in which engineering research differs from other kinds of research, although this is a gradual difference: Engineering research needs to incorporate conditions of practice, which are the numerous variables that exist in concrete artifacts and that can impact their behavior [23, 25] . The importance of conditions of practice forces the technical researcher to resort to approximate computational methods, and simulation and modeling to find answers, and it may require case studies and pilot projects to rather than laboratory experiments to test hypotheses. But none of this implies a difference in scientific research methods used in engineering science from those used in natural or social sciences.
Conclusions
(1) We conclude from our historical tour that the linear model is false and that a concurrent model is more accurate. The linear model however is widely believed in software engineering too [36, 38] . However, closer inspection of some transfer models reveals that there is a terminological problem. What is often called "research" in industrial laboratories is actually engineering, i.e. the creation of useful artifacts, and "basic research" in an industrial context is often exploratory engineering, i.e. the creation of artifacts of which future utility is very uncertain [8, 35] . For example, the linear transfer model in pharmacy starts with exploratory development of new medicines [9] . In these models, design and research interact in a concurrent way, as explained earlier: Engineers develop artifacts that are investigated by researchers.
(2) Combining design and research is full of methodological pitfalls and must be done in a methodologically sound way [45] . In the concurrent model, design and research are two separate but interacting activities. Each has its own methodology, and each has its own evaluation criteria. Design results should be relevant for stakeholders' goals; research results should be valid. Researchers should not claim more than they can justify, and doing this, they should consider every possible way in which they could be wrong [12, page 341] . Methodologically rigorous research can produce relevant or irrelevant results, depending on the research context, in particular on the goals that stakeholders happen to have at the time.
(3) Technical research will eventually always have to deal with conditions of practice. This does increase relevance, provided that the research question is relevant to some stakeholder goal. This means that context-rich methods such as field research, case studies, simulation and modeling will be frequently used research methods in technical science. In these cases, rigorous research design-dealing with all relevant conditions of practice-produces relevant results, provided these conditions of practice are relevant for some stakeholder goal.
(4) Complicated models for "design science" such as produced by Nunamaker and Chen [33] , March and Smith [27] and Hevner et al. [17] mix up design and research and therefore run the danger of producing unsound results; and to the extent that they ignore problem setting, they may produce irrelevant results to boot. We do not believe in rigidly prescriptive methodology but in problemdriven methodology: In answering a research question, the researcher should describe choices made in the research design explicitly, and justify them in terms of the research question. Similarly, in solving a technical design problem, the designer should describe her choices explicitly and justify them in terms of the problem, e.g. in terms of a problem diagnosis and of stakeholder goals.
(5) Our analysis leads to a goal-oriented view on RE. Requirements engineering is the activity to achieve a match between the properties of artifacts and the goals of stakeholders. Ensuring relevance of artifacts is therefore a responsibility of requirements engineers. RE researchers design techniques to be used by RE practitioners, and as designers they have the responsibility to design techniques relevant for RE practitioners. As researchers, they investigate techniques used by RE practitioners, whether the techniques were developed by themselves (the researchers) or by others. Therefore, as researchers, their responsibility is to use rigorous research methods in investigating these techniques; this is independent from any concern for relevance.
